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Equities: Eurozone equities are roughly half a percent weaker at the
time of writing on Monday, with investors taking a breather after what
has been a very strong month for the asset class. Germany's DAX40 is
trading lower today despite weaker-than-expected Producer Price
inflation from the region. We expect to see lower volumes and volatility
across the equity space this week, with the possible exception of
Wednesday. 
US markets will remain closed on Thursday for Thanksgiving, and most
traders will likely not return to work until Monday. Investors may also
patiently await important inflation and jobs data out of the US next
week, sitting on the fence in the meantime.
VIX is at $24 on Monday morning.

Currencies: While it has bounced by roughly 0.6% on Monday morning, the
Dollar index has dropped by 3.5% in November so far and by 6.3% from its
end-of-September high point, currently trading at 107.52. This recent move
of course came as we have begun to see some signs of inflation easing off at
a faster pace in the US, which in turn should allow the Fed to slow the pace
of interest rate hiking and essentially do less damage to their economy.
We are not overly surprised to see a pullback of this nature, especially after
long-dollar had become one of the most crowded trades of 2022 so far.
EUR/USD is still almost 10% lower YTD at the time of writing and GBP/USD is
over -12%.

Commodities: Oil prices fell by up to 10% last week alone, as concerns once
again grow over rising Covid numbers in China and a potential global
recession which has dampened the outlook for demand. Brent Crude trades
just below $87 this morning while the American WTI Crude is at $79.75 -
both are approaching their lowest prices in 11 months. Reports are also
suggesting that crude supply in Europe has stabilised, with refiners steadily
building up stocks ahead of a Western ban on Russian crude exports.

Fixed income: Longer-dated nominal yields in the US, UK, and
Eurozone were flat to lower last week. However, the policy-sensitive 2-
year US Treasury yield increased to above 4.5%, reflecting a slight
hardening of US rate hike expectations. The US 10yr-2yr spread
remains at its most inverted point in over 40 years.

Monday, 21st of November

Markets look set to be in for a quiet week, relatively speaking, as the United
States' work week is shortened due to a bank holiday. Volatility may remain low
with stock markets potentially looking to take a short pause after their recent
run up in prices. 
Monday and Tuesday are due to be fairly muted in terms of macroeconomic
data releases, tomorrow we will however hear from a handful of Federal
Reserve speakers across the course of the afternoon and evening. 
Midweek we will see things start to pick up. Firstly, in the early hours of the
morning the Reserve Bank of New Zealand are due to release their latest rate
decision and monetary policy statement - analysts are currently expecting a 75
basis point increase to 4.25% for the country after what were previously 50bp
moves this year. Then, throughout Wednesday morning European nations will
release their respective Services and Manufacturing PMI results for the month
of November. These PMIs are a leading indicator and will give us a stronger
understanding of the pace of the current slowdown. The US will release PMIs
that afternoon.
Also worth noting on Wednesday evening - the minutes from the Federal
Reserve's November meeting will come due. Market participants will pay close
attention, attempting to find any clues into the central bank's thinking this
month and what their current stance on the US economy is.
In the States, both stock and bond markets will be closed on Thursday in
observance of the Thanksgiving holiday. Trading will also end early on Friday as
a result of this. The ECB's most recent meeting minutes are also out on
Thursday around lunchtime. Similar to the beginning of the week, Friday will be
very quiet in terms of economic data points.

The Week Ahead

Consumer confidence in the nation has taken a slight pullback during
November, according to the latest findings in the Credit Union Consumer
Sentiment Index. The reading came in at 45.3 for the current month, down from
October's 46.1 but well above the 14-year low seen in September (42.1). "This
suggests Budget support measures are having some positive impact, as are
less-strained-than-feared energy markets globally" said economist Austin
Hughes, who previously compiled the index for KBC Bank. Hughes also pointed
to a resilience in the Irish consumer at present, especially compared to the US
which saw a significant and unexpected drop in confidence this month.

Irish Consumer Confidence

23/11/2022 - RBNZ Rate Decision
23/11/2022 - European & US PMIs
23/11/2022 - Fed Meeting Minutes
24/11/2022 - US Thanksgiving Bank Holiday


